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Abstract
Background: The prediction of whether Mild Cognitive Impaired (MCI) subjects will prospectively develop
Alzheimer's Disease (AD) is important for the recruitment and monitoring of subjects for therapy studies.
Machine Learning (ML) is suitable to improve early AD prediction. The etiology of AD is heterogeneous,
which leads to noisy data sets. Additional noise is introduced by multicentric study designs and varying
acquisition protocols. This article examines whether an automatic and fair data valuation method based
on Shapley values can identify subjects with noisy data.

Methods: An ML-workow was developed and trained for a subset of the Alzheimer's Disease
Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) cohort. The validation was executed for an independent ADNI test data set
and for the Australian Imaging, Biomarker and Lifestyle Flagship Study of Ageing (AIBL) cohort. The
workow included volumetric Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) feature extraction, subject sample
selection using data Shapley, Random Forest (RF) and eXtreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost) for model
training and Kernel SHapley Additive exPlanations (SHAP) values for model interpretation. This model
interpretation enables clinically relevant explanation of individual predictions.

Results: The XGBoost models which excluded 116 of the 467 subjects from the training data set based
on their Logistic Regression (LR) data Shapley values outperformed the models which were trained on the
entire training data set and which reached a mean classi�cation accuracy of 58.54 % by 14.13 % (8.27
percentage points) on the independent ADNI test data set. The XGBoost models, which were trained on
the entire training data set reached a mean accuracy of 60.35 % for the AIBL data set. An improvement of
24.86 % (15.00 percentage points) could be reached for the XGBoost models if those 72 subjects with the
smallest RF data Shapley values were excluded from the training data set.

Conclusion: The data Shapley method was able to improve the classi�cation accuracies for the test data
sets. Noisy data was associated with the number of ApoEϵ4 alleles and volumetric MRI measurements.
Kernel SHAP showed that the black-box models learned biologically plausible associations.

Full Text
This preprint is available for download as a PDF.
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Figure 1

ML work �ow.
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Figure 2

Subject selection of the ADNI data set.
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Figure 3

Subject selection of the AIBL data set.

Figure 4
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Plot showing the mean RF accuracy for the independent ADNI test data set (no information rate: 55.56 %)
achieved by excluding subjects with noisy data detected using different methods from the training data
set (n=467). Ten repetitions with different seeds were performed for every exclusion data set.

Figure 5

Plot showing the mean RF accuracy for the independent AIBL test data set (no information rate: 57.14 %)
achieved by excluding subjects with noisy data detected using different methods from the training data
set (n=467). Ten repetitions with different seeds were performed for every exclusion data set.

Figure 6
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Plot showing the mean XGBoost accuracy for the independent ADNI test data set (no information rate:
55.56 %) achieved by excluding subjects with noisy data detected using different methods from the
training data set (n=467). Ten repetitions with different seeds were performed for every exclusion data
set.

Figure 7

Plot showing the mean XGBoost accuracy for the independent AIBL test data set (no information rate:
57.14 %) achieved by excluding subjects with noisy data detected using different methods from the
training data set (n=467). Ten repetitions with different seeds were performed for every exclusion data
set.
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Figure 8

Boxplots showing the relationship between the diagnosis, the count of ApoEϵ4 alleles and the data
Shapley values for the LR model.

Figure 9
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Plot showing the effect of the number of ApoEϵ4 alleles and the right hippocampus volume for the LR
data Shapley values and the pMCI diagnostic group.

Figure 10

Plot showing the effect of the number of ApoEϵ4 alleles and the left hippocampus volume for the LR
data Shapley values and the sMCI diagnostic group.

Figure 11
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Boxplots showing the relationship between the diagnosis, the count of ApoEϵ4 alleles and the data
Shapley values for the RF model.

Figure 12

Plot showing the effect of the number of ApoEϵ4 alleles and the left inferior lateral ventricle volume for
the RF data Shapley values and the pMCI diagnostic group.

Figure 13
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Plot showing the effect of the number of ApoEϵ4 alleles and the volume of the left middle temporal gyrus
for the RF data Shapley values and the sMCI diagnostic group.

Figure 14

SHAP force plot for an ADNI pMCI subject (PTID = 011 S 4547) from the training data set to explain the
prediction of the RF model, trained on the entire training data set. In this plot, pMCI is the positive class.
The arrow length shows the Shapley value of a respective feature expression. Pathogenic feature
expressions, which have Shapley values higher than zero are shown as red and protective expressions as
blue arrows. The normalized feature expressions with the highest absolute Shapley values are explained
below the arrows. Mean prediction value (base value): 0.4427. Prediction probability of the subject (f(x)):
0.72. The feature values were scaled using the min-max normalization.

Figure 15

SHAP force plot for an ADNI sMCI subject (PTID = 011 S 4547) from the training data set to explain the
prediction of the RF model, trained by excluding those 90 subjects with the smallest LR data Shapley
values from the training data set. In this plot, pMCI is the positive class. The arrow length shows the
Shapley value of a respective feature expression. Pathogenic feature expressions, which have Shapley
values higher than zero are shown as red and protective expressions as blue arrows. The normalized
feature expressions with the highest absolute Shapley values are explained below the arrows. Mean
prediction value (base value): 0.4576. Prediction probability of the subject (f(x)): 0.02. The feature values
were scaled using the min-max normalization.
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Figure 16

SHAP summary plot for the RF model. No subjects were excluded from the training data set. pMCI is the
positive class. ApoEϵ4 and gender were dummy coded (e.g., APOE4 0.0 = 1 means that the subject had
no ApoEϵ4 alleles).
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Figure 17

SHAP summary plot for the RF model. 90 subjects with the smallest LR data Shapley values were
excluded from the training data set. pMCI is the positive class. ApoEϵ4 and gender were dummy coded
(e.g., APOE4 0.0 = 1 means that the subject had no ApoEϵ4 alleles).
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Figure 18

SHAP summary plot for the XGBoost model. No subjects were excluded from the training data set. pMCI
is the positive class. ApoEϵ4 and gender were dummy coded (e.g., APOE4 0.0 = 1 means that the subject
had no ApoEϵ4 alleles).


